10X ROI: Vision ONE
BRINGING SECURITY INTO FOCUS

CHALLENGE

THE 10X—OR BETTER—ROI

The first step to better security is better visibility, but
the job is not an easy one. Nearly 1M new threats appear
daily while IoT, BYOD and data center migration add
new risk and complexity.

Vision ONE delivers 10x or better ROI by:

Security tools are only as effective—and efficient—as
the data they receive and act upon. A new visibility
paradigm is needed to deliver reliable data, control
costs, and amplify security—without sacrifice.

SOLUTION
Ixia’s innovative Vision ONE network packet broker
(NPB) changes the game, fusing essential elements
of network visibility into one powerful, scalable, easyto-deploy solution. Vision ONE combines advanced
functions like application filtering, line-rate deduplication, SSL decryption, inline service-chaining, and
load balancing that extends the value of existing tools.
Amplify security and improve the effectiveness of
existing tools .with this advanced inline solution, the
industry’s simplest user interface, and a 10x ROI—or
better.

Security without Sacrifice: Vision ONE
combines the best and most timely
elements of visibility to make security
operations more efficient. This includes
real-time intelligence from Ixia’s
Application & Threat Intelligence (ATI)
feed and 100% reliable packet processing
validated by third-party testing.
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•

Equipping IT to work faster: Ixia’s simple-to-use
GUI lets IT teams work 10x faster than CLI-based
alternatives—focus on security vs. configuration!

•

Extending the life of existing investments so
you don’t need to invest in migrating to higher
performance levels prematurely

•

Improving availability and network uptime by 5x or
better for inline tools

•

Transforming data that analysis tools might not
natively interpret (SSL-encrypted, VM and VNTagged
traffic) for improved access to data flows through the
network

•

Filtering out traffic not requiring analysis to reduce
the burden on tools

•

Improved rack space utilization in the data center
with a highly compact 1U form factor

10X ROI
VISION ONE HIGHLIGHTS
•

Comprehensive network visibility: Every feature IT
will ever need in a compact 1U form factor

•

Powerful inline & out-of-band solution

•

Reliability: ZERO-loss, line-rate advanced
performance with no dropped packets

•

Powerful GUI with industry-best ease-of-use

•

SSL decryption detects hidden threats

•

Easily expand deployments to meet changing needs

•

Advanced features: Filtering, de-duplication, loadbalancing, timestamping, and more

•

VM-ready with support for physical and virtual taps
across a common infrastructure

•

Optimizes security in multiuser environments with
extensive role-based access control and a powerful
filter compiler that ensures users do not impact one
another while using the system concurrently

Contact us to model
your specific ROI on
Vision ONE

Vision ONE delivers increased benefits over time by
optimizing the use and cost of existing tools. For
example, if deduplication removes 2 duplicates for every
packet sent, this reduces traffic volumes to existing
tools by roughly 66%, and in turn the rate at which
additional tools need to be added.
Benefits and ROI improve as traffic loads and the
percentage of traffic that can be eliminated via
deduplication, decapsulation, or filtering increases.
Contact us to model your specific ROI today.
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